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ABSTRACT
Little is known about how individual differences
affect speech processing. A number of similarities in
hemispheric lateralization patterns suggest close
association between acoustic features (prosody),
emotional language (threat) and intrinsic affect
(anxiety). To address their interaction, we carried out
two dichotic listening experiments using seminaturalistic sentences containing threatening prosody
and semantics, and we took participants’ worry-levels
as a measure of trait anxiety. Results suggest that
anxiety does affect speech processing, and this differs
depending on task demands and acoustic features.
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1. INTRODUCTION
While prosodic information relies on suprasegmental variation of intensity, pitch, voice quality
and duration, semantic information relies on
morphemes composed by varying combinations of
phonological segments [1]. Prosodic and semantic
information can develop together in a natural
utterance (e.g. emotional sentences), and can convey
emotional information simultaneously [2, 3]. To our
knowledge, whether intrinsic affect differences
between individuals (e.g. variation in trait anxiety)
influences the processing of semantics and prosody in
a different way remains an unexplored problem.
The present study aims to understand the effect of
trait anxiety on these information properties of
speech. We use dichotic listening (DL) which
provides a robust test of functional hemispheric
lateralization [4], tapping into features of both speech
(language) and anxiety (affect) processing.
On the language side, evidence suggests the left
lateralization of segmental aspects of speech and right
lateralization of suprasegmental features of speech [5,
6]. On the affect side, arousal and fear responses
associated with escape have been observed to be right
lateralized, while responses associated to worry and
environmental evaluation follow the opposite pattern
[7, 8, 9].
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A few dichotic listening experiments have
researched the effects of anxiety on emotional speech
processing. They either use speech/prosody as an
emotion-eliciting stimulus, or use DL mainly as an
attentional manipulation technique [10, 11, 12, 13].
As a result, they are limited in the extent to which they
reveal the relationship between dynamic variation in
emotional language processing (prosody/semantics).
Studies with more of a focus upon dynamic properties
of emotional language, instead, do not tend to
consider individual differences [e.g. 14, 15]. To
address these issues, we designed two web- based DL
experiments, using semi-naturalistic sentences in
order to ensure dynamic language processing beyond
the single word level. Participants were asked to
discriminate between neutral and threatening
sentences (expressing threat via semantics, prosody
or both), in the direct-threat condition, identifying
whether threatening stimulus occurred on left or right,
and indirect-threat, identifying whether neutral
stimulus occurred on left or right.
As early over-attention to threat [16] might affect
earlier prosody/semantic lateralization patterns [17],
and later over-engagement with threat [16] might
affect later emotional language evaluation stages
[17], we manipulated timing. Experiment-1 required
a delayed response: after sentences’ offset;
Experiment-2 required a fast response: during
sentence presentation. This allows us to differentiate
responses made at late evaluative stages (delayed
response) vs. responses made at earlier attentive
stages (fast response).
For Experiment-1 we hypothesize that anxious
over-engagement with threat at mid-late evaluative
stages [16] should increase left hemisphere (LH)
engagement, disturbing possible LH to right
hemisphere (RH) information transferring [14, 17].
Hence, we predict that a left ear advantage (LEA),
characteristic DL response to prosody/emotional
stimuli [14, 18], should decrease as a function of
anxiety, especially for semantic threat. This implies
slower and less accurate responses for anxious people
at their left ear when attending semantic stimuli.
For Experiment-2 we expect that, as responses are
forced to be faster (online), prosody effects should be
higher as they match early-mid emotional processing
stages [17]. Therefore, we hypothesize that higher
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anxiety should reduce LH involvement [9] due to
over-attention to threat effects, which co-occurs at
these earlier-mid processing stages [9, 16]. Hence, we
predict an enhanced LEA for highly anxious
participants, especially for prosodic threat. Thus,
faster and more accurate responses for anxious people
at their left ear when attending prosodic stimuli.
2. METHODS
2.1 Participants
Participants (20-40 years old) were recruited using
Prolific (prolific.ac). For experiment-1, 44
participants were included (mean age = 31.7, 27
females). For Experiment-2, 52 participants were
included (mean age = 31, 24 females). Only
participants reporting being right-handed, having
English as first language, without hearing and
neurological/psychiatric disorders, and using only a
desktop or laptop to answer the experiment were
recruited. All participants signed consent to
participate under European Data Protection Act
(1998) regulations, and were remunerated for their
participation.
2.2 Materials
Four types of sentences were recorded: Prosodyonly (neutral-semantics and threatening-prosody),
Semantic-only (neutral-semantics and threateningprosody), Congruent (threatening-semantics and
threatening-prosody), and Neutral (neutral-semantics
and neutral-prosody). Threatening sentences were
extracted from movie scripts by matching them with
a list of normed threatening words from the extended
Affective Norms for English Words (ANEW) [20].
Sentences were recorded in an acoustically isolated
chamber using a RODE NT1-A1 microphone by a
male English speaker. The speaker was instructed to
speak in what he considered his own
threatening/angry or neutral voice for recording
Prosody-only/Congruent and Semantic-only/Neutral
sentences respectively.
Sentences’ prosodic bio-informational dimensions
[21] were extracted using ProsodyPro [22] in Praat
(praat.org). Median Pitch (F0) comparisons, crucial
for defining angry or threatening voices [23], were
performed by using Tukey HSD tests in R (Rproject.org). These showed no difference for
Semantic-only vs. Neutral (p = 0.31) and Congruent
vs, Prosody-only (p = 0.93) comparisons. All other
comparisons, involving threatening prosody vs.
neutral prosody, showed a significant median F0
difference (all p-values < 0.01). Higher median F0 for
threatening stimuli aligns them with hot-anger (rage),
which has higher F0 than cold-anger or neutral

prosody [23, 24]. Previous DL studies’ mean F0
values are consistent with this [14, 25].
2.3 Procedure
Before starting the experiments, participants
answered the Penn State Worry Questionnaire
(PSWQ) [19] to assess their worry-level. In
Experiment-1, participants heard 52 sentences per
threatening type (Prosody-only, Semantic-only,
Congruent), all dichotically paired with a Neutral
sentence of comparable duration. In one half of the
study they were instructed to indicate at which ear
they heard the threatening sentence by pressing the
right or left arrow keys. In the other half of the study
they were instructed to respond to the Neutral
sentence (indirect-threat condition). This was
intended to address attention effects [4, 26]. Starting
ear (left or right) and starting condition (direct- or
indirect-threat) were counterbalanced. Participants
were told to answer only when the sentence finished
playing and a bulls-eye (target) image appeared on
the screen. A 1400ms inter-stimulus-interval (ISI)
was used, the target image stayed on the screen during
this period. The same procedure was used for
Experiment-2, but participants were instructed to
answer only before sentence’s end. Experiments were
implemented using Gorilla: gorilla.sc.
2.4 Analysis
Data from both experiments was analysed using R
(R-project.org). A linear mixed-effects model with
reaction time (RT) as a dependent variable; Worry,
Type, Ear, and Threat-direction as interaction terms;
and subjects and sentences as random effects was
selected from a model comparison. A TypeII
Satterthwaite’s ANOVA was used on this model. For
accuracy measures, a generalized mixed-effects
binomial linear model was selected from a model
comparison, with percentage of correct responses
(PC) as dependent variable, same interaction terms as
in the previous model, and subjects as random effects
(sentences were excluded due to ceiling effects). A
TypeII analysis of deviance was used on this model.
3. RESULTS
Experiment-1’s RT results, computed from the
best-fit model (R² = 0.22), showed the following
relevant effects. An Ear X Worry X Threat-direction
interaction (F (1, 8182.9) = 14.56, p < 0.01), suggesting
that ear differences for RTs were mainly restricted to
worry-level and threat-direction. Also, a Worry X
Type interaction (F (2, 8189.1) = 9.44, p < 0.01) was
observed.
2
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Low-worry follow-up comparisons indicate
significant differences for Prosody-only vs.
Semantic-only (β = -40.72, SEM = 12.77, p < 0.01)
and for Semantic-only vs. Congruent (β = 38.47,
SEM = 12.44, p = 0.01). High-worry comparisons
indicate significant differences for Prosody-only vs.
Congruent (β = 86.93, SEM = 15.69, p < 0.01) and for
Semantic-only vs. Congruent (β = 58.13, SEM =
15.19, p < 0.01). The other two comparisons did not
show significant differences (p > 0.05). These
patterns suggest that lower worriers respond faster to
conditions containing threatening prosody (Prosodyonly and Congruent), but higher worriers respond
faster to the Congruent condition only.
Experiment-1's accuracy results, computed from
the best fit model (R² = 0.14), showed the following
relevant effects. An Ear X Worry X Threat-direction
interaction (χ² = 13.06, p < 0.01), which suggest that
worry effects on ear advantages are driven by Threatdirection differences. Also, a Worry X Type
interaction (χ² = 16.36, p < 0.01) was observed.
Pairwise comparisons for Worry X Type showed
significant differences (p < 0.01) for all comparisons
excepting Prosody-only vs. Semantic-only at lowworry (β = -0.19, SEM = 0.11, p = 0.34).
Comparisons for Ear X Type showed a significant
difference for the low-worry left-ear vs. right-ear
comparison (β = 0.78, SEM = 0.11, p < 0.01), but
showed no difference for the same comparison at
high-worry (β = -0.01, SEM = 0.14, p = 0.88). This
suggests that participants were more accurate at
recognizing Congruent stimuli, but high-worriers
were much less accurate exclusively for Prosody-only
(see Figure 1).

differences only for Direct-threat: low-worry vs.
high-worry at the right ear for Prosody-only (β = 264,
SEM = 92.51, p < 0.01), and low-worry vs. highworry for Semantic-only at the left ear (β = 194.37,
SEM = 92.44, p = 0.03) and right ear (β = 194.26,
SEM = 92.34, p = 0.03). This suggests that higherworriers were generally faster when answering to
Prosody-only stimuli presented at their right ear, and
also faster when answering to Semantic-only at both
ears (when compared to Prosody-only).
Experiment -2's accuracy analysis, computed from
the best fit model (R² = 0.07), showed several
interactions. An Ear X Worry X Type interaction (χ² =
7.78, p = 0.02) and an Ear X Type X Threat-direction
interaction (χ² = 25.7, p < 0.01) are the most relevant.
Follow-up comparisons for Ear X Worry X Type
show a significant difference for high-worry for
stimuli presented at the right ear for Prosody-only
(β = -0.9, SEM = 0.16, p < 0.01) and Semantic-only
(β = -1.2, SEM = 0.16, p < 0.01) when compared to
Congruent stimuli. At the left ear all differences were
significant (p < 0.01), excepting low-worry for
Prosody-only vs. Congruent (β = -0.5, SEM = 0.2, p
= 0.11) and high-worry for Prosody-only vs.
Semantic-only (β = 0.03, SEM = 0.14, p = 0.9). When
comparing right vs left ear, the only significant
difference was for low-worry and Semantic-only (β =
-0.62, SEM = 0.18, p < 0.01).
This, as illustrated in Figure 2, indicates that lowworriers were more accurate for all stimuli types at
their right ear, while at their left ear they were more
accurate for Prosody-only and Congruent stimuli.
When comparing left vs. right ears, only low-worriers
were more accurate for their right ear, and only for
Semantic-only stimuli. Caution is required due to
model’s low effect size.

Figure 1: Experiment-1 Worry X Type interaction.
Shadows indicate SEMs.

Experiment-2's RT results, computed from the
best fit model (R² = 0.37), showed an Ear X Worry X
Type X Threat-direction interaction (F (2, 9691.6) = 3.43,
p = 0.03). Follow-up comparisons showed significant

Figure 2: Experiment-2 Worry X Ear X Type interaction.
Shadows indicate SEMs.
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4. DISCUSSION
Overall, present study’s hypotheses were not
thoroughly confirmed due to some of the fine-grained
patterns of differences we observed. Unexpectedly,
for Experiment-1, lower RTs were associated with
higher-worry, and lower accuracy with Prosody-only
stimuli overall. However, the Ear X Worry X Threatdirection interaction was partially consistent with our
predictions, in that direct-threat induced an accuracy
LEA for both high and low worriers, which was
reduced for high worriers in indirect-threat.
For Experiment-2, also unexpectedly, highworriers reacted faster than low-worriers for
Semantic-only stimuli in the direct-threat condition.
High-worriers also answered less accurately than
low-worriers for Prosody-only stimuli. Although we
had predicted an enhanced LEA for high-worriers in
the prosody-only condition, instead we found that
only low-worriers showed a REA for Semantic-only
stimuli. Despite these unexpected patterns, the
Threat-direction X Ear X Type interaction is consistent
with our predictions, in particular a prosody LEA for
direct-threat regardless of anxiety level.
Although these patterns are somewhat
inconsistent with our general predictions, they still
suggest that online vs. delayed responses differ for
prosody and semantics. In addition, they indicate that
worry-level (trait anxiety) can affect processing of the
informational features of speech, consistent with
multistep models of emotional language processing
[17], and multistage models of anxiety [16].
Nevertheless, explaining these unexpected
patterns requires some reinterpretation of how
anxious laterality patterns interact with language
laterality patterns. First, present results indicate that
in Experiment-1, where participants must delay
responding, laterality effects are mainly associated to
threat-direction [11, 12], rather than directly
associated to the informational features of speech.
However, it is possible that delayed evaluative
responses by high-anxious participants, with
increased activity at LH [13], tend to interfere more
with prosody. Considering that all participants were
right handed, responses to threatening prosody might
require RH to LH transferring from mid to late stages
before response, a mechanism that could explain
simultaneously slower RTs and lower accuracy. This
is consistent with the callosal relay mechanism
proposed by dynamic models of dichotic listening [8,
27]. It is also consistent with LH to RH transfer as
proposed by multistep models [17]; which could
explain the better performance for Semantic-only
stimuli. This may also be associated with an
additional decision-making/goal-engagement stage
discussed in the anxiety literature [9, 16], not
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discussed in language processing models, but
compatible as a stage following or derived from
evaluative processing.
For Experiment-2, in which participants were
under time pressure to respond (online responses),
high-anxious participants were generally faster but
less accurate for all stimuli but Congruent sentences.
This pattern of results is consistent with a double
mechanism of apprehension and arousal for trait
anxiety associated to high worry [9, 28]. From a
perspective of multistep models this would imply
over-attention to threat at early stages [16, 17],
inducing a right lateralized pattern [9], and overengagement with threat at later stages [16, 17],
inducing a shift to a left lateralized pattern [9].
This would explain why high-worriers tend to be
less accurate for both Prosody-only and Semanticonly stimuli. As they might be prone to over-attend
early and easily recognisable Prosody-only stimuli,
inducing higher rate of false alarms; or to overengage with harder to recognize Semantic-only
stimuli, inducing a higher rate of misses. However,
better temporal resolution is required to confirm this
interpretation, including electroencephalographic
(EEG) measures of experiments with or without
dichotic listening.
Regarding low-worriers, however, they did show
a diminished LEA for Semantic-only stimuli. This
might simply confirm a dynamic processing of
dichotic listening involving callosal transfer [14], as
Semantic-only stimuli might require LH assessment
before emotional evaluation [17]. This effect might
not be present in high-worriers, as they might engage
faster into an emotional evaluation stage [29], which
is supported by their faster responses.
Previous evidence suggests a right lateralized
pattern for prosody vs. semantic evaluation in an EEG
experiment (not considering anxiety), using a
congruency but non-dichotic task [15, but see: 30].
Although this pattern is explained by the strong
association between pitch recognition and RH
engagement [15, 6], there are other frequency and
spectral features [1, 6, 21, 23, 24], that might be
important for recognizing both threatening and
neutral sentences. Further research is required to
know whether these mainly engage RH processing in
a way that can be influenced by trait anxiety.
Taken together present experiments show that
high-worry (trait anxiety) can affect the processing of
semantic and prosodic threatening stimuli. In
addition, evaluation time seems to play a relevant role
in threatening speech recognition. However, results
indicate that current predictions need to be
reconsidered and further research, including the use
of electrophysiological measures, is required to fully
understand this phenomenon.
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